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84 Annual Meeting
to be in Chicago;
politics is theme
"The Politics of Crime and Criminal
Justice" will be the theme for the 1984
AC]S Annual Meeting to be held in
Chicago at the Palmer House from March
27 to 31.
A number of thematic sessions will be
included in the program. Plenary sessions
and workshops are being planned as well
as the traditional
paper sessions and
roundtable discussions.
Vincent Webb of the University
of
Nebraska at Omaha is serving as chair
of the 1984 program committee. Joseph
Peterson of the University of Illinois at
Chicago is coordinating the local arrangements.
Chicago has long been a favored convention city because of its accessibility
and because it is also one of the most
entertaining. The Palmer House is located
in Chicago'S "Loop"
and within easy
walking distance of world famous stores,
museums,
movies,
theaters,
and the
financial district.
Just across Michigan
Avenue from the hotel is Grant Park,
the Chicago Art Institute, and the colorful Lake Michigan shore and yacht basin.
ACJS members
are urged to make
plans now to attend. Refer to the colored
insert in this issue for details of the call
for papers for the Chicago meeting. A
participants'
information
form will be
found on the last page of the insert.
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Justice Quarterly becomes
new ACJS official journal
ACJS TO DISCONTINUE
PERGAMON AFFILIATION
The Executive Board decided at
its meeting in San Antonio to discontinue affiliation with Pergamon
Press and the Journal of Criminal
Justice after the current contract
expires. See "President's
Message"
on page 2.

Beginning
with
the
1984 Annual
Meeting in Chicago, the Academy
of
Criminal
Justice
Sciences
will unveil
its new academic journal. To be called
Justice Quarterly, the new journal will
become the official publication
of the
Academy and will usher in a new era
in the growth and development of ACJS.
On March 22, 1983, at the Annual
Meeting in San Antonio, the Executive
Board
of the Academy
unanimously
adopted a proposal from the publications
committee
to pursue
an independent
journal for the membership. The commitment of the Academy to developing and
sustaining a high quality academic journal
for dissemination of relevant information
to the criminal justice community
is a
major emphasis in the creation of the
new publication.

Justice
Quarterly
will provide
a
multidisciplinary
forum for research and
scholarship on justice issues and processes.
The new journal will expand on criminal
justice research and scholarship by providing for broader coverage of such issues
as criminal justice, civil and social justice,
administrative justice, and the underlying
philosophical
issues
associated
with
justice itself. Justice Quarterly will also
accommodate
the wide range of methodologies used in studying justice issues,
thereby emphasizing the multidisciplinary
nature of the field of study.
In the coming months the publications
committee
of the Academy
will be
actively soliciting
applications
for the
editorship
of Justice Quarterly, as well
as manuscripts
for
publication.
The
publications
committee
will make its
recommendation
for editor to the Executive Board of AC]S at its mid-year
meeting in late August.
Those
interested
in the editorship
should send a letter of intent accompanied
by a statement
of institutional
support
to Jack R. Greene, Publications Committee Chair, School of Criminal Justice,
Michigan State University, East Lansing,
MI 48824. A statement of qualifications
for and responsibilities
of the editor is
included in this issue of ACJS Today on
page 10.

San Antonio meeting termed success
Although attendance
in San Antonio
was down about 300 from the record
number of just over 1,000 last year in
Louisville, the 1983 Annual Meeting has
been termed
a success by those who
were there.
At the Executive Board meeting, the
contract
of the Center
for Applied
Urban Research
at the University
of
Nebraska at Omaha for housing the office
of the executive secretary of ACJS was
renewed under the existing terms.
This year's Bruce Smith Award was
given to John P. Conrad, a visiting fellow
with the National Institute
of Justice.
The Founders'
Award was presented

to Richter H. Moore, j r., ot Appalachian
State University, and Dorothy H. Bracey
of the John Jay College of Criminal
Justice
was named
Academy
Fellow.
"The
Political
Theory
of Political
Trials" by Ron Christenson of Gustavus
Adolphus College in St. Peter, MN was
chosen for the Anderson
Ou tstanding
Paper Award.
Thomas J. Reutzel
of Pennsylvania
State University received the Anderson
Student
Paper Award. He wrote on,
"Organizational
Demand
in a County
Probation Office."
The Outstanding
Book Award was
not given this year.

president's message
-
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NCE AGAIN the Academy has reached the time to go
through the process of the "Changing of the Guard."
With pleasure and anticipation
I move into the position of
president of our organization.
The previous year's activities
have culminated
with our highly successful convention
in
San Antonio. Committee appointments
have been made, new
officers have been installed, a new budget has been adopted,
and plans are progressing for activities during the year concluding with the next Annual Meeting in Chicago in 1984.
At this time expressing our appreciation to those who have
provided outstanding service to the Academy during this past
year is appropriate.
First and foremost, our thanks to Larry
Hoover who has served as our president. The Academy has had
an excellent year under his stewardship. The convention in San
Antonio was well attended, and the program and local arrangements were superb. Texas hospitality was at its finest!
Perhaps the major accomplishment
for Larry has been
the development
work necessary to create the permanent
secretariat
at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. With
the secretariat
now firmly established,
we should be able
to provide the membership with improved services as the years
progress.
Our appreciation
also to Trustees
Patricia Carter and
David Fabianic who have completed their terms in office. A
special thank you to Bob Culbertson, immediate past president, who has just concluded
his sixth consecutive year as
a productive member of the Executive Board.
I would also like to recognize the services of our new
executive secretary, Patricia DeLancey. In the short period
of time since her appointment
she has provided excellent
service to the Academy.
Finally, I would like to express the appreciation
of the

ACJS STANDING
AND CHAIRS

COMMITTEES

Evaluation and Standards
David Carter
Department of Criminal Justice
Pan American University
Edinburg, TX 78539
(512) 381-3566
Affirmative Action
Janet Mick ish
Department of Criminal Justice
and Corrections
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
(317) 285-5979
Constitution and Bylaws
Gerald Rigby
Criminal Justice Program
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
(419) 372-2326

Local Arrangements
Joe Peterson
Center for Researchfor Crime
and Justice
Chicago Circle
Chicago, I L 60680
(312) 996-5290

membership
to Vincent Webb, the editor of ACjS Today
and the administrative
overseer of the secretariat. The reliable
publication
of the newsletter will deter the need for separate
mailings to disseminate important information to the membership and increasing the number of issues to six per year will
provide information on a timely basis.
The 1983-84 proposed budget was presented and adopted
by the Executive Board during our meeting in San Antonio.
We are anticipating new highs in income that will allow us to
increase expenditures
considerably
in an effort to offer additional services to the membership.
I foresee as the major undertaking
of the Academy for
the next year the development
of our own journal. Our
relationship with the journal of Criminal justice published by
Pergamon Press has been under review for a year. At the
Executive Board meeting in March a proposal presented by the
publications ad hoc committee was adopted by the board, and
plans are underway
for establishing
the justice
Quarterly,
with the first issue to be published by March, 1984.
The decision to publish our own journal came after serious
deliberation.
The prior relationship
with Pergamon Press was
as an affiliate. The Academy does not edit or publish the
journal of Criminal justice. Both the editorial board and the
editorial
advisory
board have been appointed
by Kent
Joscelyn, the editor.
During the past several years, the ACJS Executive Board
has made an effort to have greater input into editorial policy.
The board has been disappointed
with the end results of these
discussions. Recent increases in the cost of the journal have
added to the financial burden so, with the conclusion of the
present contract on December 31, 1983, our affiliation will
expire.
The contract
with Sage Publications
to publish
the
Perspectives in Criminal justice Series has been renewed for
an additional two years. John Conley has agreed to continue
to serve as series editor. Our appreciation
to John for his
continued dedication to the organization.
We are looking forward to a productive
year for the
Academy
membership.
Feel free to contact me or other
members of the Executive Board as to your concerns relative
to the provision of services to the membership.
-Gilbert Bruns

Program
Vince Webb
Center for Applied Urban Research
University of Nebraska at Omaha
1313 Farnam on the Mall
Omaha, NE 68182
(402) 554-2764
Student Affairs
Elizabeth Horn
College of Criminal Justice
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 622-1895

Membership
Ben Menke
Washington State University
1823 Orchard Avenue
Moscow, ID 83843
(509) 335-8336

Publications
Jack Greene
School of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 353-0765

Nominations and Elections
Larry Hoover
Criminal Justice Center
Sam Houston State University
Huntsville, TX 77341
(409) 294- 1636

Awards
Marvin Zalman
Department of Criminal Justice
Wayne State University
Detroit, M I 48202
(313) 577-2705

History of the Field
Cyril Robinson
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, I L 62901
(618) 453-5701
International C.J.
Dorothy Bracey
John Jay College
444 West 56th Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 489-5079
Professional Development
Gerald Griffin
Department of Criminal Justice
Wichita State University
Wichita, KS 67208
(913) 232-3086
Research
Knowlton Johnson
Justice Center
University of Alaska-Anchorage
Anchorage, AK 99508
(907) 786-1810
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Larry Hoover, left, is shown as he passes the gavel to Gilbert Bruns, the
incoming president of ACJS, at the 1984 Annual Meeting in San Antonio.

Gary Cordner,
chairperson
of the 1983
Awards Committee, presents the Academy
Fellow award to Dorothy Bracey of John
Jay College.

ACJS Annual Meeting

This year marked the 20th anniversary of ACJ S,
and special recognition was given to seven members
for service to the Academy. Shown above is Larry
Hoover, left, presenting these awards to Felix
Fabian and Edward Farris.
At the right are Ron Christenson who received the
Anderson Outstanding Paper Award and Thomas
Reutzel, recipient of the Anderson Outstanding
Student Paper Award.

Three of the principal award winners at the Annual Meeting
are (from left) John P. Conrad who received the Bruce Smith,

Sr., Award; Dorothy Bracey who was named Academy Fellow;
and Richter H. Moore, Jr., who received the Founders Award.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The ACJS Nominations and Elections Committee is soliciting nominations for the following
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences offices:
Second
Vice-president,
Secretary /Treasurer,
Trustee-at-Large,
and Regional Trustees from
Region Two (the South) and Region Three
(the Midwest).
The person elected to the office of Second
Vice-president
will have a four-year term of
office Oll the ACJS Executive Board and will
hold the offices of Second Vice-president, Vicepresident
and President-elect,
President,
and
Immediate Past President.
The person elected to the office of Secretary/
Treasurer is elected for a one-year term of office.
The person elected to the office of Trusteeat-Large is elected for a three-year term of
office.
The persons elected to the office of Regional
Trustee are elected for three-year terms of
office. Only ACJS members from the respective
regions may run for the trustee position for
their respective regions, and candidates must
be members of their respective regional associations.
Region Two, the South, includes the following states and provinces: Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Virgin Islands, West Virginia.

Region Three, the Midwest, includes the
following states and provinces: Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Manitoba, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
North
Dakota,
Ohio,
Saskatchewan, South Dakota, Wisconsin.
THE DEADLINE DATE FOR NOMINATIONS
IS JULY 15, 1983.
ACJS members may also use the petition
process to gain a position on the ballot. If an
ACJS member uses the petition process, he/she
must have fifty (50) signatures of ACJS regular
members. The petition should state the name
and address of the candidate, the office he/she
is seeking, and be signed and dated by ACJS
regular members. All signatures need not appear
on one form.
THE DEADLINE DATE
AUGUST 15, 1983.

FOR PETITIONS

IS

All nominations and petitions should be sent
to Larry T. Hoover, Ph.D., Chairperson, ACJS
Nominations and Elections Committee, Criminal
Justice Center, Sam Houston State University,
Huntsville, Texas 77341.
EACH NOMINATION OR PETITION MUST
INCLUDE
THE COMPLETE
NAME AND
ADDRESS OF THE PERSON NOMINATED,
THE PERSON'S OFFICE AND HOME TELEPHONE NUMBERS, AND THE OFFICE FOR
WHICH THE PERSON
IS NOMINATED.
THE NOMINATION/PETITION
WILL BE CONSIDERED INVALID IF THIS INFORMATION
IS NOT INCLUDED.

British journal reviews probation
Probation journal is pu blished quarterly
by the National Association
of Probation
Officers (NAPO),
the United Kingdom
Trade Union and Professional Association
representing
more than 80 percent
of
British probation
officers. It is the major
publication
on probation
issues in Britain
and enjoys a wide readership through the
English-speaking
world.
The editor is elected by NAPO and
enjoys editorial independence.
Currently
the editor
is Nigel Stone,
lecturer
in

probation
studies
with
the graduate
social
work
program,
University
of
East Anglia, Norwich,
and also a parttime
practitioner
with
the
Norfolk
Probation and After-Care Service.
Recent
contributors
have included
Professor
Nigel Walker,
Institute
of
Criminology,
University
of Cambridge;
John
Alderson,
the
respected
chief
constable
who has popularized
the concept of community
policing in England;
Dr. Colin Brewer, controversial consultant

psychiatrist
and entre of the welfare
state; and W. A. Griffiths, chief probation
officer
for northern
Ireland;
as well
as the work of probation
officers, criminologists,
and social work academics.
Issues include glue sniffing, work with
Rastafarian
clients, probation
and social
control,
and
community
service
by
offenders.
Subscriptions
are only £4 per year,
available from NAPO, 3/4 Chivalry Road,
Battersea,
London, SWll IHT. England.

ALPHA PHI SIGMA
Alpha Phi Sigma, the national criminal
justice
honor
society,
held its annual
convention
in conjunction
with the 1983
ACJS meeting in San Antonio.
Over 50
members of Alpha Phi Sigma representing
17 chapters were present.
Brenda K. Reus, Michele Henchy, and
Cecile Carson, students at Texas Woman's
University in Denton were elected to the
national
offices of president,
secretary,
and treasurer
for 1983-84.
Scott
Pickett, a student from Eastern Kentucky
University
in Richmond
was elected as
national vice-president.
A highlight of the Alpha Phi Sigma
Convention
was the recognition
of the
winners of the 1983 APS paper con test,
the outstanding
chapter awards and the
V. A. Leonard scholarship. The presentation of the awards was made this year
at an awards reception
which was held
to honor not only the recipients but Dr.
V. A. Leonard
who in 1942 founded
Alpha Phi Sigma at Washington
State
University.
Dr. Leonard was present at
the reception
and presented
the 1983
V. A. Leonard Scholarship
in the amount
of $400.00
to Susan L. Caulfield,
a
graduate
student
at the University
of
South Carolina.
George Schrader won first place in the
graduate
division
of the APS paper
contest.
Second place went to Dennis
McCarty.
In the undergraduate
division
first place
was awarded
to Thomas
Hohenthaner,
and second place to E.
Louis Stein. A cash prize of $75.00 was
awarded
to the first place winners in
each division and $50.00 to second place.
The 1983 recipient of the Alpha Phi
Sigma outstanding
new chapter
award
was Upsilon
Chapter
of Mercyhurst
University. Zeta Chapter at the University
of Dayton,
was recognized
as the outstanding established chapter.

AHS ANNUAL MEETING
ISSUES CALL FOR PAPERS
A call for papers has been issued for
the annual meeting of the Association for
Humanist
Sociology
which will be held
October
27 to 30 in Hartford,
CN.
The program
theme is "From Social
to
Anti-social
Concerns:
Humanist
Sociology Assesses the Human Toll of a
Change in National Priorities."
To participate
as a panelist, discussant,
or organizer
on criminology
or criminal
justice
panels or sessions, send a 300
word abstract
by June
15 to Dragan
Milovanovic,
Department
of Criminal
Justice, Long Island University/C.W.
Post,
Greenvale, NY 11548.

SUNY-Farmingdale offers degree
in electronic security technology
The State University of New York at
Farmingdale
is accepting applications
for
its new Electronic
Security Technology
degree program. This program is designed
to prepare
students
for a career
as
security-safety
applications
engineers.
Many more technical positions are being
created
in the security
industry
than
there are qualified personnel to fill them.
Electronic
security
systems
(access
control,
burglar and fire alarms, CCTV,
electronic
screening,
covert surveillance,
and the like) are designed to deter crime,
control
losses, and monitor
for safety.
Students
will, through
hands-on laboratory
exercises,
learn how to design,
install,
and maintain
protection
equipment that is used to counter
a wide
variety of threats including fire, burglary,
robbery, corporate
crime, and life safety
hazards.
Electronic Security Technology graduates may expect to find employment
with
private security agencies, engineering consulting firms, insurance companies, banks,
hospitals, large corporations
and industrial

PEDOPHI LlA SEMINARS
OFFERED BY DETECTIVE
Seminars
on
pedophilia
and
the
sexually exploi ted child are being offered
by William H. Dworin, a detective with
the
Los Angeles
Police
Department.
They will include lecture presentations,
audio-visual
material, case presentations,
and question
and answer periods. The
seminars will be of particular
value to
law
enforcement,
prosecutors,
child
service workers, and rape crisis workers.
Detective Dworin has been a member
of the sexually exploited
child unit of
the
Los Angeles
Police
Department
since its inception
in 1976. For further
information
write to him at P.O. Box 23,
Reseda, CA 91335.

NEW APPOINTMENTS AT
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
The Department
of Criminology
of
Indiana
University
of Pennsylvania
IS
pleased
to announce
the addition
of
Robert Mutchnick
(Ph.D., Florida State
University),
Donald Scott (A.B.D., Yale
University) and R. Paul McCauley (Ph.D.,
Sam Houston University) to the graduate
faculty. Lee Bowker (Ph.D., Washington
State University),
a well known criminologist,
is now dean of the Graduate
School and Research.
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complexes, or be self-employed.
Graduates
may also qualify as electronic technicians
as this new program
offers a strong
emphasis in electronic
engineering
technology. Additional
employment
opportunities exist for graduates as technicians
in a wide variety
of high technology
industries.
Inquiries
may be directed
to Ms.
Paula R. Shaer, Director of Admissions,
Administration
Building, State University
of New York, Farmingdale,
NY 11735;
(516) 420-2000.

COMMISSION CONDUCTS
TESTS, WOR KSHOPS
As part
of the field test of the
accreditation
process documentation,
the
Commission
on Accreditation
for Law
Enforcement
Agencies is conducting
onsite field tests in different
parts of the
country.
Following
these tests, regional
workshops
are being held to brief area
chiefs and sheriffs on the accreditation
program
and to solicit their comments
on the standards and process.
On-site field tests have been conducted
in the Baltimore, MD; Washington,
D.C.;
and northern
Virginia areas; and in the
Orlando,
FL; St. Louis, MO; and San
Francisco, CA areas.

HIGHER EDUCATION
FOR BLACKS IS THEME
Strategies
for improving
the status
of blacks in post-secondary
edu cation
is the theme for a conference
to be held
May 25-27 in Normal, IL. The meeting
is sponsored
by the Illinois Committee
on Black Concerns in Higher Education.
Keynote
speakers
will include
Dr.
James E. Blackwell, professor of sociology
at the Universi ty of Massachusetts-Boston,
and the Honorable A. Leon Higginbotham,
Jr., a judge in the U. S. Court of Appeals,
Philadelphia.
Sessions will take place at the Bone
Student
Center
on the Illinois
State
University campus. Registration
requests
should be sent to the College of Continuing Education,
Illinois State University,
Normal, IL 61761.
Topics
to be explored
include
the
recruitment
and
retention
of black
students
and employees,
the role of
develop men tal and su pport services for
enhancing the academic success of black
students, and black faculty/staff
development.
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Regional News

REGION ONE
NORTHEASTERN

J

ASSOCIATION

The Holiday Inn Arena in Binghamton,
New York will be the site of the Northeastern
Association's
1983
meeting,
October 6-7. Students interested in presenting
papers
should
contact
David
Orrick, Norwich University, Northfield,
VT
05663.
Faculty
members
may
contact
Larry Bassi, SUNY-Brockport,
Brockport,
NY 14420. Papers are not
restricted to original submissions.

REGION FIVE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

CRIMINOLOGY STUDY
OFFERED IN LONDON

The Pacific Northwest
Association
will hold its 1983 meeting in late October
in Salt Lake City, Utah. Individuals
interested
in submitting
papers should
con tact Jay Summerhays, Criminal Justice
Department,
Southern
Oregon
State
College, Ashland, OR 97520. The association is also soliciting nominations
for
1983-84 officers, which are to be sent to
Glen Howard,
Corrections
and Law
Enforcement, Weber State College, Ogden,
UT 84480.

A three-week summer school in London
for criminology
and criminal
justice
students
is being sponsored
by the
American
Institute
for Foreign Study.
The departure
date is July 1, and the
group will return July 22.
F or further information con tact James
D.
Stinchcomb,
Director,
Southeast
Florida
Institute
of Criminal
Justice,
Miami-Dade Community
College, 11380
N.E. 27th Ave., Miami, FL 33167; (305)
685-4505.

REGION TWO
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION
The Southern
Association
will hold
its 1983 meeting October 12-14 at the
Continental Inn in Lexington, Kentucky.
The theme for the meeting is "Violent
Crime." Individuals interested in submitting papers should contact Dr. Chester
L. Quarles, Law Enforcement
Program,
University
of Mississippi, Oxford,
MS
38677.

Corrections:
An Issues Approach Second Edition
Travis, Schwartz & Clear
260 pp.

$13.95

IsBN# 0-87084-846-2

Softcover

Criminal Justice Research Sources
Robert L. O'Block
136 pp.

$7.95

IsBN# 0-87084-663-9

Softcover

Research Methods and Statistics:
REGION THREE
MIDWESTERN ASSOCIATION
The
Midwestern
Criminal
Justice
Association
is calling for papers to be
presented at their annual meeting to be
held in Chicago on October 13 and 14.
The theme of the 1983 MCJA meeting
is "Criminal Justice Education
and the
Criminal Justice Process in a Declining
Economy."
For more information
contact:
Peggy Fortune,
Department
of
Criminal Justice Sciences, Illinois State
University, 401 Schroeder Hall, Normal,
IL61761.

A Primer for Criminal Justice
and Related Sciences
Hy, Feig & Regal i
360 pp.

$23.95

IsBN# 0-87084-357-5

Casebound

Criminal Law
Justice Administration Legal Series
John C. Klotter
550 pp.

$24.95

IsBN# 0-87084-501-2

Casebound

Research on the Propensity
for Crime at Different Ages, 1831
Quetelet translated by: Sawyer F.Sylvester

REGION FOUR
SOUTHWESTERN ASSOCIATION
October 1-2, 1983 are the dates for
the Southwestern
Association's
meeting
at the Excelsior Hotel in Little Rock,
Arkansas.
Papers
are being solicited
regarding the criminal Justice system and
the individual. Persons wishing to present
papers should by August 1 notify Robert
Walsh, University of Houston Downtown,
1 Main Street,
Houston,
TX 77002.

100 pp.

$9.95

IsBN# 0-87084-749-X

Casebound

Criminal Justice Internship Manual
Gordon & McBride
price, pages not set

Softcover

Anderson Publishing Co.
646 Main St., P.O. Box 1576, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201
(513)421-4142
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Mentally ill, retarded inmates

American University

to be studied under NIC grant

names new dean

By Leonard Morgenbesser
Program Research Specialist
New York State Department
Correctional
Services

for justice school

III
of

The Department
of Correctional
Services in N+w York state recently received
a $74,957
grant
from
the National
Institute
of Corrections
to develop
a
comprehensive
guide on working with
mentally ill and retarded inmates.
The grant will be operational
from
January
15, 1983 through January
14,
1984.
NICs
interest
in this program
area
stems from its advisory board's national
hearings,
which
indicated
that
"the
increase in the number of mentally
ill
and
retarded
inmates
was identified
as a major
concern
of practitioners."
Furthermore,
NIC reported
that "with
the closing of many mental health facilities, this trend is likely to continue."
This project
will be implemented
with the assistance
of two nationally
recognized
experts in the legal and programmatic
aspects of this subject area.
They
are Dr. Fred Cohen,
professor
of criminal justice, and Dr. Hans Toch,

Del scholarships
A number
of tuition scholarships
in
the amount
of $1,250
are currently
available to law enforcement
officers for
the Delinquency
Control Institute (DCI).
Established
in 1946 as a part of the
School of Public Administration
at the
University
of Southern
California,
DCI
provides
specialized
training for police
juvenile officers and others in the system
working with youth, to prevent and control juvenile delinquency
and to improve
the total juvenile justice system.
Approximately
80 to 90 percent of
the recent law enforcement
students at
DCI attended
on these tuition scholarships, which are furnished
by several
private donors. Additional
fees and living
expenses are generally picked up by the
sending agencies.
Over 2,500 students from throughout
the U.S. and many foreign countries have
graduated
from the institute
since its
inception.
Many DCI graduates go on to
become police chiefs, sheriffs, and other
prominent
leaders holding positions
of
responsibility.
DCI is an intensive six-week residential
program
that
runs twice a year,
111
September and January.

professor of psychology,
from the State
University
of New York
at Albany
School of Criminal Justice.
The project's
activities in developing
the "comprehensive
guide for those who
manage or supervise programs for mentally
ill and retarded
inmates"
will include
five areas:
1. Analysis of recent court decisions
impacting
on such inmates
and the
involved correctional
facilities.
2. A review of professional
standards
that relate to such inmates.
3. A national survey of the number of
such inmates
in the United States and
summary
of programs
that operate
to
serve their needs.
4. The development
of model state
legislation
and sentencing
policy
for
such inmates.
5. The formulation
of state correctional policies and procedures
for such
inmates.
Given the Department's
continuing
experience
wi th special needs offenders,
it is felt that the development
of this
comprehensive
guide will greatly benefit
both DOCS facility staff and staff of the
various other state correctional
agencies.

are available
The faculty is made up of knowledgeable specialists
from law enforcement
and other
agencies.
Graduates
receive
six units of university credit in the School
of Public Administration
and a Certificate
in Delinquency
Control.
Those interested
in attending DCI and
receiving
one of the available
$1,250
tuition scholarships
or who desire further
information
on DCI
should
contact
Robert
J. Barry,
Assistant
Director,
Delinquency
Control Institute, Center for
Public Affairs, 3601 South Flower Street,
University
of Southern
California,
Los
Angeles,
CA 90007;
(213) 743-2497.

NEW JOURNAL
TO BE PUBLISHED
A new journal devoted to the discipline is contemplated.
It may be called
Undergraduate
Criminal justice
Education, or the journal of Criminal justice
Education, e tc., depending on the decision
of its editors.
At this time,
detailed
vitas from
individuals interested in serving as editors
should contact
Martin Greenberg,
P.O.
Box 1983, State University,
AR 72467.

Dr. Rita J. Simon, a specialist in law,
justice and society, has been appointed
dean of the School of Justice
at The
American U niversi ty.
Simon's appointment,
effective inJuly,
was announced
by Dean
Robert
E.
Cleary of AU's College of Public and
International
Affairs, which encompasses
the justice school.
Simon
is currently
a professor
of
sociology,
law,
and
communications
research
at The University
of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign,
where she has been a
member of the faculty since 1963. She
earned her Ph.D. in sociology from the
University
of Chicago and her bachelor's
degree from the University of Wisconsin.
She has written
numerous
scholarly
articles and over a dozen books, including
"Transracial
Adoption,"
"The American
Jury," and "The Criminology
of Deviant
Women."
She has served as editor of the
A merican
Sociological
Review
and is
currently
a consulting
editor
of the
journal of Criminal Law and Criminology.
Dr. Simon replaces Professor Richard
A. Myren who is on sabbatical leave until
September
when he will return to fulltime teaching and research. He prefers to
receive his mail at his home address:
Route
1, Box
394, Purcellville,
VA
22070.
Professor
David
Saari
is currently
acting as dean.

MOUNTED POLICE DATA
GIVEN IN REPORT
W. E. Carfield of the College of Law
Enforcement
faculty at Eastern Kentucky
University
has conducted
a survey of
mounted police units in the United States
and
Canada.
Professor
Carfield
has
assembled the data from his survey into a
report entitled "Comparative
Analysis of
Twenty-five
Horse Mounted Police Units
in the United States."
The study is available at a cost of
$5 (which includes postage)
from him
at Stratton
466/EKU,
Richmond,
KY
40475.
Plans are also underway for a national
conference
for mounted police personnel
to be held at the Kentucky
Horse Park.
Individuals
interested
in the conference
should contact Professor Carfield or call
Lucie Nelson,
EKU Special Programs,
(606) 622-1444.
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A fresh, innovative teaching tool
for your courses in criminal justice ...

Human Relations & Police Work
Larry S. Miller

Michael C. Braswell

Walters State Cummunity College

East Tennessee State University

... utilizing a case study approach-a
powerful vehicle for challenge and stimulation!
The purpose of this book is to provide opportunities to identify with the numerous and varied roles of a
law enforcement officer by presenting common on-the-job situations. The reader is invited to make
decisions; each situation presented provides impetus for discussion. The reader becomes the decisionmaker and must rely on his/her personality, experience, knowledge and common sense to resolve the
problem. In each example, the reader is challenged to define the basic problem and the various options
for resolution. What solution will be the most responsible and most satisfactory to all parties involved?
No two situations are alike; each of the cases calls for a fresh and creative approach.
Human Relations and Police Work is organized into seven sections. Each section deals with an important
aspect of work as a police officer. After a brief overview of the topic to be explored, seven examples of
realistic occurrences in police work are presented. Each requires action and response by the individual
officer.

Contents by Section

49 Realistic Cases Including ...

I. The Police and Community Relations II. Family and Crisis Intervention III. The Police and
Juveniles IV. The Police and the Emotionally
Disturbed. V. Police Stress VI. Police Ethics
VII. Police Administration
and Supervision

• Liberty and Justice for All
A police officer is transferred
from an upper class
patrol zone to a low income inner city patrol zone.

• Feuding Families
A police officer becomes a mediator
boring familes start feuding.

when two neigh-

• The Bust

r

~
Available in paperback
$7.95 • 178 pages
To receive a complimentary review copy for possible
course adoption, write to us including the following
information: 1) course; 2) annual enrollment; 3) next
date for textbook reconsideration;
4) current
text.
For personal or library use, please send check
($7.95) or purchase order with request.

A pol ice officer must decide whether or not to arrest a
female juvenile for possession of marijuana.

• Hostage
An emotionally disturbed man is on the rampage shooting into a busy intersection.

• Family or Job?
A police officer finds that
duty" time in police work.

• Employment

there

is not enough

"off-

or Ethics

While stopping a young man for drunken driving, the
arresting officer recognizes him as being the mayor's
son.

• Total Institution
Waveland

Press, Inc.
P.O. Box 400
Prospect Heights, Illinois 60070
(312) 634-0081

A police Lieutenant realizes that a severe lack of communication
between the lower ranks and the administration may result in internal "warfare."

CALL FOR PAPERS
1984
ANNUAL
MEETING

ACADEMY OF
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES
March 27-31,
PALMER

HOUSE

1984
HOTEL

Chicago

Persons interested in participating should contact:
Vincent J. Webb, 1984 Program Chair
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
University of Nebraska at Omaha
1313 Farnam on the Mall
Omaha, Nebraska 68182
(402) 554-2764

THEME:
The Politics

of Crime

and

Criminal Justice

The theme of the program is The Politics of Crime and Criminal Justice. The program will include plenary
sessions, thematic sessions, workshops, roundtables, and panels. Papers should address theoretical and policy
issues in criminal justice.

PROGRAM DEADLINES
• Abstracts and Information forms due to coordinators
• Participants notified of the acceptance/rejection
of their abstract
• Papers due to session chairs

November 1, 1982
November 15, 1983
February 1, 1984

PROGRAM GUIDELINES
• Program participants are required to pre-register for the conference.
• No person shall appear on the program more than twice.
• An abstract should be submitted to only one program coordinator. If you are in doubt
whom to send your abstract, send it to the Program Chairperson, Vincent J. Webb.

TOPICAL

AREA

COORDINATOR

THEMATIC SESSIONS - THE POLITICS OF
CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
All papers directly related to the program
theme

Erica Fairchild
Department of Political Science and
Public Administration
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27650

CRIMINOLOGICAL
THEORY
THE NATURE OF CRIME
HISTORY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Dennis Hoffman
Department of Criminal Justice
The University of Nebraska at Omaha
Omaha, NE 68182

INSTITUTIONAL

John Klofas
Department of Criminal Justice
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61716

COMMUNITY

CORRECTIONS

BASED CORRECTIONS

THE POLICE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

ADMINISTRATION

Lawrence F. Travis, III
Criminal Justice Program
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 43221
Jack R. Greene
School of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824

about

THE COURTS
All papers on the criminal courts and
processes including prosecution and
sentencing

Susette Talarico
Department of Political Science
Baldwin Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
EVALUATIVE RESEARCH
RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS

Tim Bynum
School of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824

CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
PRIVATE SECURITY
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Larry K. Gaines
College of Law Enforcement
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475

COMPARATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
AND
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Otwin Marenin
Department of Political Science/
Criminal Justice Program
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164

CRIMINAL
CRIMINAL

Thomas Barker
Criminal Justice Program
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville, AL 36265

JUSTICE
JUSTICE

EDUCATION
PROFESSIONS

MiNORITIES AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
STUDENT PAPERS
All students wishing to present a paper
in a "student only" session

Sloan Letman
Criminal Justice Program
Loyola University
820 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611

Persons wanting to organize a session or present a paper on an iomitted
topic should send an abstract or proposal for a roundtable to Vincent
J. Webb.
Preregistration

materials can be obtained from:

PATRICIA DeLANCEY, EXECUTIVE
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
University of Nebraska at Omaha
1313 Farnam on the Mall
Omaha, NE 68182-0115

SECRETARY

1984 ACJS Annual Meeting
Program Participants I nformation Form
Interested individuals are requested to provide the following information
to the appropriate program committee member.

by November 1, 1983

Please Type

1. NAME

_

2. AFFILIATION
3. MAl LING ADDRESS

_
Street and Number

4. TELEPHONE:

Office

City

State

Zip

Home
Area Code

Number

Area Code

Number

5. PAPER TITLE
6. PAPER ABSTRACT:

200 Words. (Attach a separate sheet.)

7.

LIST NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF ALL CO-AUTHORS (attach a separate sheet if necessary)

8.

Indicate if you wish to:
____

Present a paper

____

Chair/organize a panel

___

Serve as a discussant

___

Organize a workshop or roundtable on:

Post-doctoral
study offered
in CJ methods
The School
of Urban
and Public
Affairs
at Carnegie-Mellen
University,
with
the support
of a training
grant
from the Center for Studies in Crime and
Delinquency
of the National Institute of
Mental
Health,
is offering
a unique
post-doctoral
program
in Quantitative
Methods in Criminal Justice.
This program
is intended
to bring
together
specialists in disciplines related
to the problems
of crime and criminal
justice
(e.g.,
criminology,
sociology,
political
science,
social psychology,
or
criminal
justice)
with
persons
whose
principal
training
is in methodology
(e.g.,
statistics,
operations
research,
management
science, econometrics).
The participants
have intensive involvement
in an active empirical
research
program,
with access to a number
of
fundamental
data-sets
that
are now
available. They will participate
in a joint
seminar focusing on research approaches
to the phenomena
involved in criminal
justice and to examination
of the relevant
policy issues and will study in relevant
methodological
techniques
of econometrics,
statistics,
stochastic
processes,
and computer
simulation,
as needed.
All participants
are expected
to produce several publishable papers as a result
of their participation
in the program.
In addition
to a stipend of at least
$13,380
(depending
on years of postdoctoral
experience),
all training
costs
and research resources
are provided
by
the training grant. A limited number of
pre-doctoral
fellowships are also available
to individuals
who have already completed
at least two years of graduate
study.
Participation
in the program can begin
in July of 1983. Applications
should
be submitted
as early as possible before
that date. For further information,
and
for application
forms, please write to
Professor
Alfred
Blumstein,
School of
Urban
and
Public
Affairs,
CarnegieMellon University, Pittsburgh,
PA 15213.

ASIS plans meeting on fire prevention
A presentation
of fire prevention
systems and hardware will be offered on
June 6-7, 1983, at the Marriott
Inn
North, Columbus,
OH, by the American
Society
for Industrial
Security
(AS IS).
The meeting is being planned by the ASIS
standing
committee
on fire prevention
and safety under the chairmanship
of
Ray Haner, Rockwell International.
Haner's program will cover topics such
as the basic design of sprinkler systems
through
computer
monitoring
systems.
Specific
topics include
fire protection

- Louis D. Brandeis."

Criminal Justice:
The Main Issues
by Sloan T. Letman
1983, $15.95

This textbook will familiarize the advanced undergraduate, graduate, and law student with the most significant issues facing the criminal justice system today: the
defense attorney's role, plea bargaining, legal insanity,
victimless crime (e.g., lotteries), habeas corpus, prisoners'
rights (e.g., mail and medical attention), exclusionary
rules, Supreme Court, civil rights, attorneys' ethics, the
British and American systems compared, and so on.
Sloan Letman, Dean for Social Sciences, Loyola University of Chicago, is an attorney, Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences member and Society of Police and
Criminal Psychology past president. References, bibliography, index. ISBN 0-89950-039-0.
To place an order or request an examination copy for
classroom adoption write:

McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers
Box 6ll, Jefferson NC 28640
919-246-4460 ~"
please add check with order
($1.50 shipping/handling)

The next-issue of AC]S Today will
be published
in September.
The
deadline
for receipt
of copy and
advertising
is August
15. Please
type
and doublespace
all copy.

systems,
life safety code review, emergency preparedness,
protection
of proprietary
information,
establishing
and
training fire brigades, synergy of security,
fire protection
and safety, and statistical
analysis for fire prevention.
The faculty includes representatives
of
Rockwell
International,
Simplex
Time
Recorder
Company,
Wells Fargo Bank,
NA, Ohio Support
Services Corporation,
and the Ohio State University Hospitals.
The topic of public and private sector
liaison
will also be incorporated
into
the program.

The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in
insidious encroachment by men of zeal,
well-meaning, but without understanding.

160pp. (softcover),
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·Quotedfrom the fore word by Dorothy H. Bracey, John Jay
College of Criminal Justice and Secretary- Treasurer, Academy of
Criminal Justice Sciences.
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The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is seeking
applications for the position of

EDITOR

JUSTICE QUARTERL Y
The Official Publication
of the
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
The Publications Committee of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is pleased to
announce an opening for the position of editor of JUSTICE QUARTERLY.
The editor of JUSTICE QUARTERLY
will be responsible for establishing and maintaining a high quality academic journal for the membership of the Academy. The editor will
establish the quality of JUSTICE QUARTERLY
by setting editorial policy, selecting deputy
and associate editors, creating a peer review system, and managing the journal. Consequently,
the Academy seeks an established criminal justice scholar to fill the position.
Applicants

must meet the following

qualifications:

• Demonstrated record of scholarly activity as measured by such indicators as publications in refereed journals, book publication, and research
• Prior editorial experience as measured by such indicators as editorial responsibility
for other scholarly publications and past experience as a referee, associate, or deputy
editor of an academic journal, or other demonstrated editorial experience
• Earned Ph.D. or terminal degree in area of specialization
• Senior (associate professor or above) academic rank at host institution
• ACJS membersh ip
• Formal declaration of support from host institution, to include faculty release time,
and other supportive services that the institution will commit to the editorship.
Those interested in pursuing the editorship of JUSTICE QUARTERLY
should provide
the following information to the Publications Committee of the Academy, no later than July
15, 1983:
•
•
•
•

Letter of application
Statement of editorial philosophy for JUSTICE QUARTERLY
Formal declaration of institutional support
Applicant's vita

The Executive Board of the Academy will appoint the editor effective September, 1983,
for a three-year term, subject to Executive Board review. The editor of JUSTICE QUARTERLY
will be directly responsible to the ACJS Executive Board.
Applications

and requests for further

information

Jack R. Greene, Chair
ACJS Publications Committee
School of Criminal Justice
520 Baker Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48910

should be directed to:

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
All positions offered in A CjS
Today are from equal opportunity,
affirmative action employers.

Mankato

State

University -

A

position,
rank commensurate
and experience,
is open in

tenure

track

with education
the Corrections

Program,
Department
of Sociology.
A Ph.D.
is preferred,
with experience
and interests in

Chicago State University Corrections

and

cants for
professor

a tenure
beginning

Primary

responsibility

undergraduate
nology,

The Department

Criminal
track
with

and

deviance,

of

Justice

seeks appli-

position
the fall

as assistant
term, 1983.

focuses

graduate
sociology

on

teaching

courses

in crimi-

of

organizations,

and
research
methods.
A Ph.D.
is desired,
although
consideration
will be given to candidates with ABD and/or
lengthy field/teaching
experience.
Minorities,
including
women,
are
urged to apply. Application
deadline is June 1,
1983. Send vita and cover letter to Dr. Bryant
Feather,

Chairman,

Department

of Corrections

and Criminal Justice, Chicago State
95th
and
King
Drive,
Chicago,

University,
I L 60628.

the applied
dependency,

areas of corrections
and chemical
including
counseling.
Documen-

tation
of commitment
to and effectiveness
in
applied programs will be a primary
consideration
in screening
applicants.
Major
responsibilities include teaching, advising students, and
program development,
especially in corrections
and chemical
dependency.
The deadline
is
May 15. The appointment
is subject to final
budgetary
approval. Contact Wendell Wessman,
Chair, Sociology
Department,
Box 49, Mankato
State University,
Mankato, MN 56001.

Grambling
associate

State

Hall University -

Sociology

and

The

Anthropology

Department

of

has a full-time,

tenure-track
position at the assistant or associate
professor
rank
beginning
in September.
A
Ph.D.
is required
in sociology
or criminal
justice.

Applicant

and teaching
justice from

must

demonstrate

research

experience
in the area of criminal
a sociological
perspective and the

ability
to teach methods
of social research;
publication
and experience
in grant writing
preferred.
The salary is negotiable.
Please send
vita and references
to: Dr. L. San Giovanni,
Chairperson,
Executive
Committee,
Department of Sociology
and Anthropology,
Seton
Hall University,
South Orange Avenue, South
Orange, NJ 07179,
not later than May 20.

Florida International
ment of Criminal
visiting
professor

University -

the

Depart-

Justice
is searching
for a
(associate to full)
for the

One

assistant/

and one instructor/assistant

professor of criminal
August, 1983.
Qualifications:

Seton

University -

professor

justice

Earned

are open

doctorate

to begin

in criminal

justice or related field, teaching at the university
level and proven
record of research essential
with
practical
experience
in criminal
justice
field desirable. ABD and JD with a record of
scholarly
research and/or
significant
progress
on the dissertation
will be considered.
The salary is competitive
based on qualifications and experience.
Both
are tenure-track
positions
with
an
undergraduate
teaching load and a nine month
contract with opportunity
for summer teaching.
Grambling
State University
is a predominantly
black university
in a small rural town
(population
4,407) with a student population
of 3,700 in north central Lou isiana.
Apply
with
complete
resume,
copy
of
transcripts
and three letters of recommendation
to David L. Lewis, Chairman,
Screening Committee,
Department
of
Criminal
Justice,
Grambling
Grambling,

State
University,
LA 71245.

P.O.

Box

Teaching
areas
program evaluation,

include
crime
and compara-

tive criminology.
Teaching
at doctoral
level
preferred.
Deadline
for applications
is May
15.

Respond

to:

ment of Criminal
University,
Bay
Miami,

Search

Committee,

Justice, Florida
Vista Campus,

FL 33181;

(305)

Depart-

International
AC-I-284,
N.

940-5850.

Grand Valley State Colleges position
in the criminal
start in August. The rank

A tenure

justice
is open

track

faculty
will
for a person

who must be able to teach courses in criminal
investigations,
police administration
and organization,
criminology,
and the criminal
justice
system at the undergraduate
level. A Ph.D. in
criminal
justice
or related area with emphasis
in law enforcement
is preferred,
but an ABD
will
be considered.
Previous
teaching
and
relevant
field
experience
are desirable.
The
salary is competitive.
Send letter of application,
resume, and credentials
by June 1 to Dr. James
G. Walker,
Acting
Director,
School of Public
Service, Grand
M149401.

Valley

State College,

Allendale,

Charlotte
Wolf, the program
chair
for
the
North
Central
Sociological
Meeting
scheduled
for April,
1984 in
Indianapolis,
IN, is asking for program
suggestions
and volunteers
to organize
sessions. Contact her at the Department
of
Sociology/Anthropology,
Ohio
Wesleyan
University,
Delaware,
OH
43015.

FREE POSITION
LISTINGS OFFERED
The Criminal justice Career Digest IS
a publication
designed to provide national
exposure to current employment
vacancies
within
the field of criminal
justice.
Pu blished monthly,
CjCD lists relevant
information
for current
openings
that
are published
at the specific request of
the agency. Any criminal justice agency
or firm having employment
openings
may list their position(s)
free of charge.
For
further
information,
contact
Criminal justice
Career Digest, P.O. Box
565, Phoenix, AZ 85001; (602) 582-2002.

Now in its 14th year
~
LOMOND

Police &
Security Bulletin
Formerly titled STS Newsletter.

117,

1983-1984
academic
year.
Applicants
must
have a Ph.D.
in criminal
justice
or related
discipline
with a strong record of research and
publications.
prevention,
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SOCIOLOGICAL GROUP
WANTS SUGGESTIONS

SAINT XAVIER HAS
NEW SPECIAL TV AREAS
Saint Xavier College of Chicago has
established
three new areas of specialization for criminal justice majors. These
are criminal investigation,
criminal justice
administration,
and
criminal
justice
counseling.
These specialties
are III addition
to
the
"generic"
criminal
justice
major
(criminal justice science) which continues
to be available to students.
While continuing
the strong liberal
arts tradition
of the college, the move
to areas of specialization
is a response to
the employment
needs of criminal justice
students.
Graduate programs in criminal investigation and criminal justice administration
are being planned.

A monthly digest of criminal justice
information. Treatment is succinct,
informative, with leads to more
complete, in-depth information.
•
•

New Methods
Research Findings

•
•
•

Experience Reports
Computers and Other Technology
Criminal Justice, Crime Prevention,
Safety, and Interrelated Systems

•
•
•
•

Literature of Merit
Selected Educational Opportunities
International News and Literature
Improvements
in Reporting and
Statistics

$48/year ($10 additional overseas)
ISSN 0271-7565

Lomond Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 88-CP
Mt. Airy, Maryland 21771
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Nominations

for ACJS

BRUCE SMITH SR. AWARD
Criteria
To be considered
for the Bruce Smith Sr. Award, a person
must meet the following
minimum
criteria. Membership
In
the Academy is not a criterion for this award.
1. Demonstration
of leadership
in the administration
of
Criminal
Justice
as an academic
and/or
professional
discipline
in a manner which reflects the highest standards of integrity and performance.
2. Active involvement
in Criminal Justice research or other
endeavor which has made substantial
contributions
to
the emerging body of knowledge
in Criminal Justice.

ANDERSON
STUDENT
PAPER AWARD
For recognition
of outstanding
students and their contributions to the discipline of Criminal Justice.
Criteria
To be considered
for the Anderson
Student Paper Award, a
paper must meet the following minimum criteria. Only those
papers presented
at the Academy's
Annual Conference
are
eligible for this award.
1. Relevancy of research problem.
2. Quality of theoretical orientation.
3. Rigor of empirical and/or logical documentation.
4. Quality of writing.

FOUNDERS'
AWARD
Criteria
To be considered
for the Founders'
Award, a person must
meet the following minimum criteria:
1. An active member in good standing of ACJS for at least
five consecutive
years prior to being recommended.
2. Active involvement
in Criminal Justice education
and
research for the preceding five years.
3. Meeting the above criteria, the individual should have
demonstrated
the following throughout
his/her career:
a. Excellence in Criminal Justice Education
b. Active
participation
in the formal
and informal
functions of the Academy.
c. Substantial
contributions
to
Criminal
Justice's
emerging body of knowledge.

Nominations
for this award must include six carefully edited
copies of the paper. Nominations
for the Anderson
Student
Paper Award must be received no later than July 1, 1983.

OUTSTANDING
BOOK AWARD
In recognition
of the best book published
In the area of
Criminal Justice.
Criteria
1. Extraordinaty
contribution
to the field of Criminal
Justice.

ANDERSON
OUTSTANDING
PAPER AWARD
Criteria
To be considered for the Anderson Outstanding
Paper Award,
a paper must meet the following minimum criteria. Only those
papers presented
at the Academy's
Annual Conference
are
eligible for this Award.
1. Conceptual
and methodological
rigor in the development
of the thesis and its subsequent
empirical
or logical
documentation.
2. Theoretical
or pragmatic
relevance of the thesis and its
importance
to the development
of a body of knowledge
for Criminal Justice.
3. Formal
organization
of material,
flow of ideas, and
clarity of narrative.
Nominations
for this Award must include six carefully edited
copies of the paper. Nominations
for the Anderson Outstanding Paper Award must be received no later than July 1,1983.
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SEND NOMINATIONS
TO:
Dr. Marvin Zalman
Department
of Criminal
Wayne State University
6001 Cass Avenue
Room 214
Detroit, MI 48202

FELLOW

OUTSTANDING

uu

__

u

-

u_u

Letters supporting
nominations
are encouraged
necessary. Please return before July 1,1983.

AWARD

*Nominators
will be asked to. provide
for these awards.

ACADEMY
FELLOW
For outstanding
effectiveness
in criminal justice education.
Criteria
To be considered
for the Academy
Fellow Award, a person
must meet the following standards:
1. A distinguished
teacher in a criminal justice program.
Evidence of teaching effectiveness
shall include a list of
courses taught and evaluations.
2. Scholarly achievement in the faculty member's discipline.
Includes, but is not limited to books, articles, reviews,
technical reports, grants or papers to scholarly associations.
3. Professional
contribution
to the Academy
includes:
active participation
or leadership in the Academy through
workshops, conferences,
panels, or offices.
4. Other
recognitions
to include:
awards,
fellowships,
visiting lecturer/professor,
office holder in state, regional,
national or international
societies.
5. Minimum of five (5) years teaching experience in a criminal justice program.

NOMINATIONS

SMITH SR. AWARD

*FOUNDERS'

author
title
publisher

-

Awards

supportive

information

BOOK AWARD

_

u_

u

_u

__

but are not

Justice

signature
address:

u

of nominator
_
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"Order Under Law"
Readings in Criminal

Justice

Robert G. Culbertson
III inois State Un iversity
Mark R. Tezak
Illinois State University

1981
OUTSTANDING
•
•
•

264 pages

$7.95

FEATURES

a collection of seventeen contemporary and classicarticles which explore controversies and issues
in the field of criminal justice.
developed for introductory courses in criminal justice-articles are argumentative, readable. and
will stimulate classroom discussion.
reasonably priced to be used dS a text, or as a supplement to your current text.

ADOPTIONS

INCLUDE:

Alfred University, American University, Arizona State University, Armstrong State College, Brenau College, Chadron State College, College of Notre Dame, Colorado State University, Drake University, Eastern Wyoming College,
Florida State University, Illinois State University, Indiana University, jackson Community
College, john jay College
of Criminal justice, Kansas Newman College, Kutztown State College, Marshall University, McDowell
Technical
College, Mercyhurst
College, Monroe
Community
College, Moorhead
State University,
Muskingum
College,
Muskingum
Area Technical College, North Dakota State University, Northern Michigan University, Purdue University, Purdue University at Fort Wayne, Rend Lake College, Roanoke College, San Diego State University, San lose
City College, Shippensburg
State College, Sonoma State University, Springfield
Technical Community
College,
Stetson University,
Sullivan County Community
College, Surry Community
College, University of Alabama at
Birmingham,
University of Baltimore, University of Central Florida, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, University
of Maine, University of Nebraska at Omaha, University of Northern
Florida, Western Illinois University, William
Rainey Harper College, Xavier University, Youngstown
State University.

CONTENTS
Part III. Compromise
and Confrontation:
The
Courts
8. "The Behavior of Grand juries"-Robert
Carp
9. "Individualized
judges"-Marvin
Frankel
10. "The Practice of Law as a Con Game"Abraham Blumberg
11. "Plea Bargaining"-Donald
Newman
12. "Making the Punishment Fit the Crime"Franklin Zimring

Part I. Crime: An American Institution
1. "Fear"-Charles
Silberman
2. "The Nature of Law and The Causes of
Crime"-Jonathan
Casper
3. "The Criminal Justice Non-System"-Richter
Moore

Part II. Justice and Injustice in the Streets: The
Police
4. "Observations on the Making of Policemen"john van Maanen
5. "A
Professor's
Street Lessons"-George
Kirkham
6.
"Controlling People"-jonathan
Rubinstein
7. "Becoming Bent"-Lawrence
Sherman

If you would

like a complimentary

Waveland Press Inc.

•

Part
13.
14.
15.

IV. Change Without Progress: Corrections
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WHY ACJS?
ACJS is a forum
linking practice,
policy,

research

By Gary Cordner
University of Baltimore
The Academy
of Criminal
Justice
Sciences
has provided
a forum where
both scholars and criminal justice practitioners
are able to share knowledge
pertinent
to criminal justice issues and
policy.
At the annual
conferences
of
ACJS, papers and panels convey the latest
research findings of academy
members
and others in the field. These findings
often have direct implications
for criminal justice policy.
At the San Antonio
conference,
for
example,
one panel included
papers on
the national
evaluation
of the police
"sting"
strategy,
on an evaluation
of
a police project to reduce fear of crime,
and on the national
evaluation
of the
police
ICAP program.
Another
panel
included research reports on correctional
training.
Many other papers of interest
and utility
for criminal justice practitioners were presented.
The regional
associations
of ACJ S
also meet regularly and provide forums
for the dissemination
of recent research
findings.
As travel costs increase
and
available
funds
for
travel
decrease,
these
regional
associations
and their
meetings will probably become even more
important.
These national
and regional meetings
are not the only means by which ACJS
seeks to provide information
to its members. ACJS membership
brings with it a
subscription
to the journal of Criminal
justice,
one of the most prestigious
periodicals
in our field. Members
also
receive ACj5 Today several times a year,
an attractive newsletter with information
on Academy activities, job opportunities
and a variety of other concerns.
Practitioners
have a larger role to play
in ACJS than as passive recipients
of
information,
however. Those working in
the field need to help in the selection of
research topics and in the interpretation
of
research
findings.
Policy-oriented
researchers,
In particular,
need
the
guidance and assistance that only practitioners can provide. Conversely,
practi-

tioners
need the answers that policy
research
can offer. ACJS provides
the
opporturunes
for
practitioners
and
researchers
to interact in these necessary
ways.
ACJS includes another
(not entirely
separate) group that must interact with
practitioners-criminal
justice educators.
Practitioners
have the opportunity
within
ACJS to influence
the curricula
and
viewpoints
that comprise criminal justice
education
in America.
Educators
have
the opportunity
to discuss courses and
subject matter with knowledgeable
and
dedicated professionals.
The purpose
of ACJS is to develop
and disseminate
knowledge
about crime
and criminal justice.
Sometimes
knowledge is developed
through
research,
but
considerable
knowledge
is also
accumulated
In the observations
and
experiences
of those
who implement
criminal justice. ACJS is an organization
hospitable
to both kinds of knowledge
and to anyone possessing it or interested
in it. Practitioners
will find in ACJS a
large number
of people committed
to
learning
about
and improving
criminal
justice. It is an organization
that is dedicated to service for practitioners
and
academics alike.

AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION

By Sloan T. Lerman
Loyola University of Chicago
The
purpose
of
the
Affirmative
Action
Committee
is to ensure
the
participation
of minorities
and women
in the affairs of the ACJS.
This initiative
was begun in 1979
under the leadership
of Peggy Fortune
of Illinois State University. From 1980 to
1982 the committee
chairman was Sloan
T. Letman.
Under his leadership
large
numbers of minorities participated
in the
ACJS
meetings
as chairs
of panels,
presenters, and discussants.
The new chairperson of the committee
is j an Mickish of Ball State University.
She has proposed
the following
tasks
for the committee
during the 1983-84
academic
year: (1) development
of a
job bank, (2) greater networking
among
minorities
and women,
and (3) more
involvement
of minorities on the program
committee
for the 1984 ACJS meeting.
Sloan Lerman
and Imogene
Moyer
are presently in the process of conducting

a study on the status of women and
minorities
in the criminal justice system.
All members
of ACJS will be surveyed
over the next few months.
Much work has been done in terms of
affirmative
action.
Much
more
work
needs to be done. The cooperation
and
participation
of all of the members
of
ACJS is needed as well as the innovative
ideas that new members
bring to the
organization.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
OF ACJS

FOCUS

By John Conley
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Research
on crime and justice issues
must extend beyond any single discipline
if ACJS members expect to understand
the complex
relationship
between
the
social,
political,
economic
and philosophical
conditions
and
the justice
processes.
Beginning
with
the
1978
annual
meeting,
the Academy has made a concerted
effort
to broaden
its program
content from a law enforcement
management and curricula orientation
to a multidisciplinary
focus.
The
1978 meeting
was the first annual program
to have
over 100 panels of four papers each, an
increase of 80 panels.
Subsequent
program
committees
expanded
their membership
to include
representatives
from other disciplines that
were not normally
associated
with the
academy.
Program
committees
for the
annual meetings
have been constituted
so that each member represents a distinct
discipline and is responsible for organizing
panels around
that discipline's
research
perspective.
By 1982 this system was perfected,
and the program committee
for that year
had representatives
from political science,
anthropology,
sociology,
history, public
policy, economics,
philosophy,
and law,
as well as the traditional
criminal justice
areas
of
management,
criminology,
applied research and planning.
The last
two annual meetings
at Louisville
and
San Antonio had between three and 16
panels devoted to each of the discipline
perspectives mentioned
above.
The topics of crime and justice are
too complex
not to have a reasoned
dialogue
across a variety of disciplines.
The Academy has worked hard to achieve
that goal and will continue to support a
multidisciplinary
orientation
to the study
of crime and justice issues that will be
reflected
in the programs of the annual
meetings.
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justice
system),
students,
and minorities
and women.
Through
the dynamic interchange
of ideas among these
groups, well-reasoned
knowledge
about the critical issues
of crime, criminal justice and social justice is developed.

What is ACJS?
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is the largest
and most rapidly growing organization
in the field of criminal justice education.
Incorporated
in 1972, the AC)S is an international
organization
composed
of individuals involved in the professional
advancement
of the criminal
justice
system
through education.

Types of Membership
• REGULAR:
individuals
employed
by an accredited
institution
of higher education,
and practitioners
in the
criminal justice field ($30)
• STUDENT:
students
interested
in criminal justice
and enrolled in an accredited
institution
of higher education; status must be verified ($20)
• INSTITUTIONAL:
accredited
institutions
of higher
education
offering
a bona fide criminal justice degree
program or criminal justice research institute qualified by
the executive committee
of AC)S ($100)
• SUSTAINING:
person,
company,
corporation,
or
partnership
committed
to excellence
in education
and
research in criminal justice ($100)
• LIFETIME:
members
who qualify
for a regular
membership
($300 - payments may be made over a period
of three years at $100 per year)

Purposes of ACJS
The purposes
of the Academy
of Criminal
Justice
Sciences are to promote scholarly and professional activities
in the field of criminal justice. During the past decade the
Academy has matured in purpose so that it is now one of
the major scholarly associations in the field. The Academy
provides
a forum
where the critical issues in criminal
justice
education,
research,
and operations
are debated
and contested.
Needless to say, these activities have had
substantial
effects on policy in a number
of academic
and professional
institutions.
The Academy's
success in creating this dynamic
professional association
is due in part to the composition
of
its membership.
The Academy is comprised of an amalgam
of scholars (international
in scope and multi-disciplinary
in orientation),
professionals
(from all segments of the
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Please mail this application form to:
Patricia DeLancey, Execu tive Secretary
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
University of Nebraska at Omaha
1313 Farnam on the Mall
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0115
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APPLICATION

information:

Name

_

Phone

_

Title

_

Institution
Preferred

Mailing Address
street and number

Type of Membership:
D Regular ($30)
D Student ($20)
D Institutional ($100)
D Lifetime ($300)
D Sustaining ($100)

D

D

_

Check enclosed
Bill me

(payable

o

NEW

o
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city

state

I.D.
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zip
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OFFICE

Year
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ACJS EXECUTIVE BOARD DIRECTORY
1983-84
President
Gilbert Bruns
Criminal Justice
Arizona State University
Room 343 - Wilson Hall
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 965-7023
First Vice-president
Dorothy Bracey
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
444 W. 56th Street
New York, NY 10019
(212) 489-5079
Second Vice-president
R. Paul McCauley
210 Walsh Hall
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2720
Secretary /Treasurer
Edward Latessa
Criminal Justice ML 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-5827

Trustee-at- Large
Gerald Rigby
Criminal Justice Program
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
(419) 372-2326
Trustee-at- Large
Richard Bennett
School of Criminal Justice
The American University
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 686-2405
Trustee-at- Large
Robert Regoli
Sociology Department
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-7088
Trustee-Region 1
Larry Lynch
Onondaga Community
Onondaga Hill Road
Syracuse, NY 13215
(315) 469-6524

Trustee-Region 2
Thomas Barker
College of Criminal Justice
Brewer Hall
.
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville, AL 36265
(205) 435-9820
Trustee-Region 3
Jack Greene
School of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 353-0765
Trustee-Region 4
Jim Alexander
P.O. Box 23974
TWU Station
Denton, TX 76204
(817) 566-1372

College

Trustee-Region 5
Ben Menke
Criminal Justice Program
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-8336

Immediate Past President
Larry Hoover
Criminal Justice Center
Sam Houston State University
Huntsville, TX 77341
(409) 294-1636
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